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Data pricing recommenda�on tool

The challenging task of pricing data sets

Whereas data trading is becoming an increasingly popular source of revenue, and
data monetization is gaining prominence as a business model across various sectors
and industries globally, putting a price tag on a dataset remains notoriously difficult.
Assessing the monetary value of information and other forms of intangible goods
constitutes anyway a challenging task.
Data is a particularly “strange beast”, as its economic characteristics make it harder
to evaluate. It is non-rival, it has several positive and negative externalities, while
commonly its value is not necessarily apparent to its owner, and may significantly
increase if combined, or if it is further analyzed. Simultaneously, the process of
estimating and defining the price of a data set is highly relevant for the
establishment of a robust and transparent market.
The literature on this issue has grown considerably in the last decade, yet there is a
profound lack of consensus regarding the most appropriate methodology. Hence,
whereas the fact that “data is the oil of the 21st century” is hardly in question, how
to price this barrel of oil? In other words: how much is a data set worth? This
remains an open question. An answer is becoming necessary, both for the centrality
of the challenge in the context of data trading and for the growing need to evaluate
data as a corporate asset.
Currently, in data marketplaces, there is little transparency between the data
providers/sellers and the data consumers/buyers regarding how the price was
defined. On top of that, it is unclear what characteristics or specific qualities of the
data are reflected on the price tag. A fixed price policy is the most prominent
strategy, as various well-established players put fixed, non-negotiable price tags on
their data sets, each using a custom model for data valuation, aiming to maximize
their profit.

This lack of transparency creates an information asymmetry between the parties
involved in the transaction, namely the data sellers and the data buyers, leading to
what Akerlof (1970) framed as “the market for lemons”. This term exemplify a
situation that occurs when the seller has more information about the product than
the buyer, allowing the seller to arbitrarily set the price, often higher than the quality
of the product would justify. This has adverse effects on the market, as it creates
uncertainty, harms the trust between the parties, and makes the buyers unwilling to
engage in trading for fear of paying an unfair price. Moreover, as the buyers are less
willing to acquire data, they are deprived of potentially valuable insights that could
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enable them to enhance their performance and elevate the overall quality of their
goods and services.

The absence of a common basis for data valuation, combined with the peculiar
characteristics and economic properties of data, can also lead to what is regularly
referred to as “seller paralysis”, a situation in which data providers/sellers find it
impossible to decide on a specific price for their data sets. This challenge is
remarkably common for parties with less experience in data trading, and for
companies for which data trading is a new venture or a side project. This situation
may be particularly discouraging for newcomers and smaller players, such as Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Those player may fail to further engage and
harvest the benefits of the data trading economy, while denying other interested
parties access to the information such players may be uniquely positioned to have.

Therefore, it is suggested that a standardized model for data pricing, which would
allow the easy calculation of the value of data sets in a user-friendly and transparent
way, would be a game changer. If such a tool was available, data sellers would be
able to price optimally regardless of their familiarity with the field, and buyers
would be able to make informed decisions by comparing the prices and checking
the metrics that shape and justify the price. Furthermore, an open and transparent
tool would enhance trust between the parties to a data trade transaction, enable
buyers to make informed decisions, and foster fairness in the market, challenging
opaque pricing schemes. Although not a panacea, such a solution would be critical
in fostering fair and transparent data trading in a way that would be mutually
beneficial for all the involved parties, including the smaller players and those less
familiar with the field.

The literature has suggested several different methods for assessing the monetary
value of data, such as cost-based, income-based, market-based, impact-based, and
stakeholder-based approaches etc. Yet each of these models has strengths but also
noteworthy drawbacks. Simultaneously, while it is widely suggested that a
standardized pricing model would greatly benefit the data trading economy, it is also
argued that it is rather unlikely that a single method of valuing data for all use cases
will emerge, as different sectors may require different approaches. This has
perpetuated the uncertainty regarding the pricing of data, allowing fixed pricing
models, with little transparency to become the prominent method of selling data. In
turn, the prominent monetization and pricing scheme favours the most well-
established players to the cost of newcomers, and further enforces the information
and power asymmetry as well as the problematic trust between the sellers and the
buyers, to the detriment of the market as a whole.

Data pricing recommenda�on tool
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A pricing recommenda�on tool for SMEs

To help overcome this issue, the team from Athens University of Economics and
Business (AUEB), namely Dr. Vasiliki Koniakou, and PhD Candidate Timoleon
Farmakis, developed a price recommendation tool, which borrows from cost-,
income- and value-based approaches. Its high-level design includes a combination
of qualitative and quantitative methods and is premised on a systematic literature
review and rigorous validation methodologies.
Embracing the idea that a single method may not fit all sectors, our model is not
intended to be the “one to rule them all” tool. On the contrary, it has a very specific
target. The main focus is not on the sector, nor the approach followed to determine
the price of a data set, but on the specific characteristics and needs of a single
category of data trade stakeholders, namely the SMEs, and particularly those that
are new to the data trading game.
Our efforts stem from the firm belief that SMEs can evolve into major players in the
data trading economy and that their active participation in the market is key for the
EU Digital Single Market for data to reach in reaching full potential.
Currently, SMEs face significant challenges, both as data providers/sellers and as
data consumers/buyers, due to the lack of guidance regarding data pricing,
depriving them of alternative sources of revenue, and/or valuable insights, while not
allowing them to adequately benefit from the data trading economy in all the
different ways they could. Finally, a data pricing tool specifically tailored to SMEs'
needs can also serve as an impetus for them to assess the value of the data they
possess and more actively participate in the data trading economy.

Data pricing recommenda�on tool
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In all simplicity, our tool is premised on self-scoring, based on which the tool
provides an overall price estimation. To design, develop, and test it, we have
followed a five steps process for its creation and cross-validation through experts,
partners, and SMEs’ input.
We started with a systematic literature review to identify and determine the different
parameters and factors that influence the value of a data set. Subsequently, trying to
make the most out of the rare opportunity to test such a tool through a research
project that engages directly with data trading (the i3-Market) we used surveys,
interviews, and workshops to collect input from experts, and then validate the tool
using it for the pricing of data set in the industrial pilots. Finally, we organised
workshops to present the tool to SMEs and collect input directly from them, while
establishing an open channel of communication, enabling us to receive their
feedback in an ongoing fashion and allowing us to revisit and revise the tool, thus
making significant improvements.

Our tool builds upon the already existing literature and research done in the context
of various previous projects aimed at developing data pricing tools and models (see
for example Heckman et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Muschalle et al., 2013; Pei, 2020;
Yang et al., 2022; Yu & Zhang, 2017a, 2017b).
Whilst there is little agreement on the exact model and methodology, there are some
specific parameters which are commonly accepted that affect the value of data in a
data set. For example, the age of the data, the accuracy of the data elements, the
value of the data to the consumer, the cost of collection and/or analysis etc. In this
regard, Heckman et al. (2015) classify those attributes into three main categories.

• The value of the data in terms of saving time, effort, or money
• The ROI for the customer (or a profit share arrangement with the customer based

on the profit derived from the acquired data)
• Risk exposure – Data cleansed of personally identifiable information and privacy

Value-based parameters (value of data to the consumer):1

Developing the i3-Market data pricing recommenda�on tool

Step 1
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violations could be priced higher
• Data exclusivity – Whether the data is provided on an exclusive basis,

nonexclusive basis or some combination of the two would influence the price
• Level of ownership – Is the customer buying (implying transfer of ownership),

leasing (allowing use for a fixed time) or licensing (allowing limited use for a
specific purpose)?

Qualitative parameters (attributes or meta-attributes of the dataset):2

Fixed and marginal cost parameters (directly measurable cost):3

• Age of the data
• Credibility of the data
• Accuracy of the data elements
• Quality of the data – missing fields for certain rows, incorrect types, data

precision, etc.
• Format and level of structure of the data – plain text, streaming data, tabular

datasets, etc.

• Cost of collecting the data
• Cost of data storage, bandwidth, and other operational costs
• Cost of data-as-a-service offerings – add-on services to process the data,

computing resources for the data, analytic reports, or aggregation of the data
• Delivery cadence – one-time, batch, or continuous basis

Step 2
Building upon this categorization, we conducted fifteen interviews with experts and
practitioners with an experience in data trading and sharing, wishing to identify the
most significant of these parameters, that should be prioritized in determining the
value and ultimately the price of a data set. Based on their input we singled out ten
key attributes, as depicted here:
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The main difference between our decisive attributes compared to Heckman et al. is
that our interviewees highlighted the centrality of analytics and smart data in
affecting the value of a data set and the element of seller credibility in determining
the price of a data set. Our categorization distinguishes between value-based
factors, quality-related factors, cost-based factors, and ownership and license
based-factors.
After deciding on the attributes, we created the initial design of our model, using the
expert input we received on the weights from each attribute/pricing factor.

Thus, our model provides a price suggestion for the data set in question using based
on the following

Considering that our model is premised on self-scoring, we added the credibility of
the seller, as a score that will be automatically calculated through reviews provided
by other users/buyers, to serve as a corrective attribute.
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Step 3
Having the first version of our tool, we proceeded to test it through the three
industrial pilots of i3-Market. We asked the pilot leaders to use the tool and provide
us with feedback specifically focusing on the usability, the pricing factors and their
weights, and the overall design of the tool. Apart from some suggestions related to
the adjustment of the weights, the two most significant pieces of input we received
in terms of the pilots were that (a) a certain degree of flexibility should be allowed
so that the user of the pricing tool would be able to adjust it to the specificities of
their sector and (b) that considering that the tool is intended for SMEs, and
particularly for those less experienced in data trading, we need to work towards
making it more intuitive and user-friendly.
Flexibility is hard to achieve when simplicity is a major underlying design
principle. In other words, experimenting with making the tool more flexible for
different sectors, we realized that we would need to include additional attributes, or
allow the user to change the weights. However, including more attributes or
allowing weights manual manipulation would add complexity and arbitrariness,
making the tool harder to use, and less transparent for the buyer. Instead, we decided
to frame our model as a data pricing recommendation tool, in the sense that the
data provider/seller can use it to calculate and receive an estimation of the monetary
value of the data set in question, but is free to adjust it to the specific characteristics
of the sector.

We recognize that this may be a limitation, yet we trust that for the intended
purposes for which it was designed, the tool still provides guidance and a starting
point for the seller to set the price of a data set, while it enables the data consumer/
buyer to have an idea about the main characteristics of the data that are reflected in
the price.

Turning to a user-friendly design, we created a pool of questions that can assist the
data provider/seller to fill in the table. Formulating the questions we tried to phrase
them in a way that would be clear for the user, but would also encourage the users
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to objectively evaluate their data sets, in a way that would make self-scoring less
arbitrary. For example:

Step 4
The next step in the cross-validation plan we followed required testing the tool with
SMEs. Thanks to our i3-Market partners, we organized a workshop with the
participation of representatives of SMEs from various EU countries, representing a
wide range of sectors and industries, primarily focusing on ICT.

Through the workshop, we verified the centrality of a clear set of guidelines
regarding the pricing of data for SMEs.
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We also asked the participants to prioritize the parameters we use to determine the
price of a data set, based on their significance for their industry and/or sector, to
receive input for our weights and assess the need to revisit and possibly adjust them.

Finally, in one on one with some of the participants, we also collected feedback on
how user-friendly our design is, and whether the questions are actually helpful
enough to not only guide but also motivate SMEs with limited or no experience with
data trading to try assessing the value of their data sets, and decide to try to actively
engage in trading their data assets.
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Step 5
Building upon the expert and stakeholder input, as well as the feedback we received
and the corrective steps we took throughout the cross-validation process we
managed to create the first complete version of our data pricing recommendation
tool.

The tool is primarily intended to be used along with the rest of the i3-Market
technologies and services that collectively comprise the i3-Market backplane, yet it
could be potentially used as a standalone tool to assist SMEs and anyone else,
including legal but also natural persons, that wish to explore data trading and
receive guidance for defining the price of a data set. Yet what we realized is that this
is not a one-off process. On the contrary, hoping that our tool will be used by SMEs,
we may need to make additional changes and adjustments, while we recognize that
there is still ample room for improvement.
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A first step, with a long road ahead

The further development of the tool requires rigorous testing beyond the sandbox of
a European-funded research project. If the tool is to be widely employed by SMEs
across different sectors and industries, the weights may need to be further adjusted,
while we may also need to include additional attributes based on the specific sectors
and industries, and/or following the market.

As a team, we would like to express our gratitude to the group of experts and SMEs
representatives, who took the time to review our model and tool, providing us with
valuable feedback. We would also like to wholeheartedly thank our partners in the
i3-Market Project for embracing our idea, and offering us their constructive input
and full support at each stage of design and development.
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